
 

Quarterly Committee Meeting 

Wednesday 25 October 2006 

 

Present: Kim Fletcher (chairman) 
Alex Mann (mestre) 
Matt Green (assistant mestre) 
Matt King (webmaster) 
Leonie Wootton (treasurer) 
Mandy Howard (joint secretary) 
Jon Hurst (joint secretary) 
Bec Smith 

 

 

1. Maidstone band 

KF: Maidstone Borough Council is expecting a bid for drums. We should apply to Awards For 
All for £4,000–5,000 worth of instruments. 

MG: Has been teaching Samba Reggae, Bave and Kpanlogo. The band is doing well after 
only 7 weeks of workshops and should blend well with the Tunbridge Wells. AM: The band 
wishes to continue beyond the workshops and after the Christmas Lights performance. MK: 
When is the band likely to be gig-ready – by next summer? MG: Yes, and will be at very much 
the same level as when the TW band started gigging. BS: The band needs to provide a 
consistently high level of performance so as not to let the bookers down. 

MK: Will Pizza Express still be available for rehearsals? MG: Possibly not at the end of the 10 
weeks, but Julian at Ikon has mentioned the possibility of rehearsal space and storage. 

Relationship between Maidstone Bloco Fogo and Tunbridge Wells Bloco Fogo 

AM: Unless a booking is definitely for one band or the other, we will need to assess gig by gig 
which band plays or if the gig is suitable for the joint band. KF: The Maidstone band will be 
keen to be out playing gigs but should know its own limitations. AM: Though avoiding the 
danger of setting up barriers between the bands. KF: On joint gigs MS band, or MS 
individuals, could step out during any numbers they don’t know. AM: Cherrypicking is not an 
option. BS: Have the MS people asked about joining TW on gigs? MG: Not really. 

The possibility that some TW members (particularly those who live nearer to Maidstone than 
to Tunbridge Wells) may migrate to MS was discussed. AM: Although TW members can 
change to Maidstone, or could attend both bands’ rehearsals, in reality it is likely that they 
would be bored. MK: Will put a basic strategy on the website; there has been some 
resentment from TW about not being able to go to the Maidstone workshops. The Pizza 
Express situation needs to be clarified.  

AM: Bookers could be offered Bloco Fogo Massive or a good smaller band. The requirements 
for, for instance, corporate gigs and local fetes are very different. KF: But care must be taken 
not to create any splits – it should be specified beforehand to members who can and cannot 
play particular gigs. AM: This in itself could cause problems and ill-feeling. MK: For 2007, 
bookers could be offered TW or the joint band. 

Instruments 

KF: We will need more drums – 1 mid, 2 bottoms, 3 tops, 1 bell, 2 shakers, 6 tams, 4 snares 
(one MS member has own), 8 reps. Will also need sticks, beaters, straps and cases. KF will 
get necessary forms. AM to get estimates from three suppliers. AM: Has already ordered 3 
short surdos. 



BS: Will there be enough drums for the Maidstone Winter Lights? AM: In hand. LW: Drum 
covers will be needed. 

Other finances 

AM: £300 per month is now coming in from membership subscriptions. Rich needs to be paid 
as assistant mestre. He is satisfied with £50 per session. Is MG happy with that? 

KF: New flyers will be needed by 19 November, and should be good for a couple of 
years.Before ordering, MG to confirm availability of Pizza Express as rehearsal venue. A 
picture from Ikon would have impact but is not necessarily representative of our main 
activities. 

AM: Has been in contact with CTR FM. 

Costume etc. 

LW: Estimates £2,600 for costume. There will not be enough costume to go round for the 
Winter Lights performance. KF: We are not planning on changing costume in the immediate 
future so should buy more. MH: To order 35 items from Tribal Beach – 5 skirts, 12 extra-long 
fishpants, 3 or 4 extra wide fishpants and the remainder standard fishpants. MH: To put out in 
the newsletter a call-in of costume, including the old-style. 

LW: She and MS will order another 15 bags. AM: Has bought more beads. More feathers are 
needed. 

 

2. Tunbridge Wells Bloco Fogo 

Pre-gig routine 

The series of corporate gigs this summer demonstrated that the discipline within the band 
needs tightening. KF: A page of guidance should be produced. MH: If we are not able to 
warm up before a gig, some other form of distraction could be useful, giving the band 
something positive to do while waiting to play. 

Learning methods 

AM: Will produce dots. Alex will be paid £200 for the considerable work involved. The notation 
for all our numbers to be supplied by the end of November and updated every six months (the 
first update therefore being due June 2007). He will include Malalay and Drum & Bass. MG 
will do HipHop. 

Website 

MK: Has not delegated any of his work yet but is keeping up to date apart from the photos. 
AM: Feels the website is not fulfilling its purpose, especially now that it is advertising two 
bands. Our gig availability should be available online. 

The possibility of employing a website manager was discussed. This would be an expensive 
option but the band is busy and is going to get busier, making it increasingly difficult for 
anyone within the band to keep up. However, Steve probably has the technical know-how and 
Dan the necessary design abilities. Committee members should make enquiries about the 
cost of appointing a website designer. 

KF: A brief is needed so the website fulfils all its purposes, including internal communication 
between the two bands and promotion. We should seek suggestions from the whole band for 
the function of the website, then list them and ask all members to mark them in order of 
priority. This would be a starting point for the designer. 

MK: Wishes as a start delegating responding to email enquiries (bookers and new members). 
KF: MK to send an email to the committee with instructions for accessing info@bloco fogo. 

MK: We should keep an eye on the myspace site Mish has created to make sure the gig list is 
kept up to date. 

Mestres 

KF: This item was included on the agenda primarily because it is felt that Jo needs to know 
her position as trainee mestre, but also because having a third mestre would avoid the band 
being stranded if Alex and Matt were not available. LW: The MS band is another factor that 
could cause a mestre shortage.  



KF: Could Alex run a programme to train those interested in the work of the mestre? AM: 
They would first need to be able to play all the instruments. BS: Members don’t really get the 
chance to try other drums. AM: People should move around. The mestre also composes, 
which he has done and has more arrangements to teach us. The idea of the assistant mestre 
is to support and lead the band. MK: Jo has been third mestre in name for 18 months. BS: 
Perhaps Alex and Matt G should get those interested together and explain the extent of the 
mestre role. MH: Could people be trained each to mestre one number, so they can step up 
and direct when we play it? MK: Jo has been third mestre in name for 18 months, but it now 
appears that Richard has been leapfrogged over her. BS: AM should clarify Jo’s position to 
her and let her know if his opinion is that she would not be the first choice as third mestre. 

KF: Return to this issue if time. 

Bookers and booking 

One of the terms of our Velocity contract was that we would have 50% of the fee up front, and 
we didn’t follow this through. We should put this condition in the booking area with other terms 
and conditions. 

Composition of the committee 

MK: We should get more members involved in the work of running the band, perhaps 
including a dance representative. Catherine and Rosario are trying to get a hall to start dance 
classes. Should find out how much Rosario is charging. 

New Year’s Eve 

Ikon wants to book us but there was an underlying negative feeling within the band about 
doing it. AM: If Bloco Fogo doesn’t take up the offer, could he offer Ikon something else? It 
was agreed that he could. 

 

3. Items suggested by the wider membership 

Band calendar: We will do. 

New sticks: Have been ordered. 

Addition of social secretary to committee: Possibly. 

Coburg 2007: MK should be on organising group as he’s been before. 

Joint TW–MS party in Maidstone: In Pizza Express after the Christmas Lights performance. 

Return to previous version of Bavé: No. 

Drum purchase: New drums have been bought and it had already been decided not to pursue 
the concept of assisted purchase. 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The meeting ended with thanks to Bec for hosting the meeting and feeding us. 

 


